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NOTE: This lecture covers the following lines of the SANDOKAI:
 
KEI AN aND ONG AlTAI SHITE, HI SURU NI ZENGO NC AYU ~I NO GOTO SHI •
 

W.e are still talking 'about the reality from the light of 
dependency. Even though we are discussing about independency 
we always refer to the dependency, interdependency. So you may 
feel as if we are always talking about the same thing. Jut, 
actually~ it 1s not so. We are"talking about independency now, 
net dependency. "Dependency and independency· we say, but it 
is actually two sides of one coin. People say, "Japanese people 
are very tough." People may say this, but that is just one side 

of Japanese people. The other side is softness. They are very 
kind. Some people, who visitec Japan, may say, "Japanese people 
are very kind." But some people may say, -Japanese people are 

very tough." But for a long time, be~aus. of the Buddhist 

training they ar. that way. 
We have a Japanese children's song that describes'a hero ( 

called Hemotaro, ·Peach Sey.- Do you know Momotaro? There was 

an old coupl~ who lived near the riversi~e. One day the old 
mother picked up a peach from the stream and came back to her 
home. And fro~ the peach Momotaro came out. He was very strong 

but very gentle, very kind ana gentle, but ~e w~s very strong. 
Japanese children .ing a song: "Kiwa yashikute chi karamochi ••• " 

"He was very kine, but he was very strong ••• " That was ~omotaro. 

Not only was he strong, but he was very kind.·It is the Japanese 
icealistic character. ~hat do you call it? You must have some 
expression for it. 
STUDE~T: You'a call him a man you could ride the river with. 
ROSHI: (laughing) No. 

STUO~NT: Folk hero. 
ROSHI: ¥olk hero. Yes. Folk hero. ~ithout soft mind you cannot 
be really strong. ~hy he is so strong is that he has a soft 

I 

mind. If he does not have the other side of the character he 

cannot be really strong. Secause he is very sympathetic with ( 

someone, sometime (because of his sympathy to help someone) he 
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will be very strang. But a strang person who is strang just for 

himself is nat so strang. A strang person who, an the ather hand, 

is very kind will support people, a nd could really be a folk 

hera. Just to be strang is nat really to be strang. When we 

have bath soft side a nd strang "side w~ can be really strang. 
And it is easy to fight and win, maybe, but it is nat so 

easy to endure when you are defeated, without crying. Let your 

enemy (nat enemy) let your foe beat you. D.K.? That is very 
difficult. Unless you can endure the bitterness of the defeat 
y~u cannot be r~ally strang. S~ to be strang means to be gentle, 

and kind anti weak, maybe. If you are ready to be weak you are 

very strang. We say "Willow tree cannot be broken by snow." 
"Yanagini uki arenashi." UKI is "snow flake." ORI is "break." 

The weight of the snow will break, maybe, same strang tree, but 

even though the weight of the snow will bend, will twist the 

bra nch, (even heavy snow like we had the year before last year) 
cannot break the Willow branch. wYanagini uki arenashi." Bamboo 
bends quite easily. It"laaks quite weak, but no snow can break 
it. This is always true. 

(~eading) MEl and AN, darkness and brightness are apposite. 

MEl is "brightness;" AN is wd!!rkness,w "absolute" and "relativE,!' 

They are a pair of appasites~ HEI and AN, "brightness" and 
"darkness." TAl SHITE means "to face each ather" or "tc oe a 
pair" or "to face with each ather." AI means "with each ather." 
AIT~I means "ta face w~'th each a'therll ar "s'tand w~'th each c'ther." 
AI means "each ather" and TAl means "stand." ~NC ONe means 
"each other." AI also means "each ather." TAl SHITE means "to 
st&n~ against." Something like that. 

HI S~RU NI mea ns "like." SW~U NI means "to compare 
metaphorically." GOTO 5HI is also "like." (Readinq) "This is 
like the foot forward ano backward, forward anti behine." ZEN 

means "forward." GO means -behind. w Wfaot forward and behind." 
This is in walking. This is a very gaoo parable, a very good 
way of explaining oneness, or actual function of the two pairs 
of ap~osites. This is actually explaining our practice, hew we 
apply the pair of apposite ideas in our everyday life. Like 

zazen a nd enlightenment, reality and ideas, good and bad, and 

strong and ~eak. When people feel they are strong they don't 

want to be weak. People who think they are weak never try to 
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be strang. Th.t is quite usual. "I am very weak." He remains 
always weak, and he cannot be strang. And for the people who ( 

think they are strang, it is difficult for them to be weak. 
cut sometimes we should be strang and sometimes we should be 
weak. If you remian always weak, or if you ~lways want to be 
strang, then you cannot be strang in its true sense. . 

When you learn something you should be able to teach 
people. You should put in the same effort to teach something. 
And if you want to teach you should be,humble enough to learn 

somethi~g. Then you can tea ch them. Just because you.~~~ 

something, if you try to teach something to others, you cannot 
teach anything. When you are ready to be taught by someone, if 
necessary, then you ca n teach people in its true sense. So to 
learn is to teach. And to teach is to learn. If you think you 
are always student you cannot learn anything. Why you learn is 
because you have to teach others after you learn something. So 
to observe 80me morality (actually there is no actual moral 
code or mora 1 standard) but how you find out the actual moral 
code is when you think of how to teach som.one. Then you will . ( 
find out some moral code for yourself. So moral code is for 
others, and when you find out aome moral code for others you 
will have actual moral code for yourself. 

After the war Japan was defeated, completely~ They 
aosolutely surrenderee. cut befora Japan was comple~ely cef~a~ed 

~hey ~heugh~ Japanese peep~e hHe some ~each1n9 or mor.~ cede 

which they should observe, and they thought if they only 
oeserved that kind of mor~l code they would nat make any mistakes. 
~nd they ~hou;ht th~ir moral coce was absolutely right and 
straight. They thought in that way. au~ that moral code, 

unfortunately, was something which was writen up, or set up in 
the first part.of the Meiji period. So after losing the war, 
after they lost the confidence in their morality, they dicn't know 
what to do or what kind of morals they should observe. They 
didn't know what to do. cut it was not so. Actually it shouldn't 
be so difficult to find out the moral code. I always told the 
people who came to me the the problem. of morality, "You have 

your children." If you think of your chiloren then you will \ 

naturally know the moral code for yourself." When you think 
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maral code is just for yourself, that is ane-sided understanding. 

Moral code is rather for others, to help others. And naturally 

the moral code you find out to help others or how to be kind to 

others will be also for you~self. 

So we say, "To go heading to the east 100 miles is to go 
heading to the west 100 miles." When the moon is high the moon 

~n the water will be law. But usually people will observe the 
moon above the water and they do nat aee the moon in the water. 
So when you see the moan deep into the water you should know 

that this moan is very high. That moan is deep means that moon 

is high. We should have this kind af·understanding. S~the moon 
in the water is independent, but also the moon high over the 

water is also independent. But the moon aver the water is the 

moon in the water, too. ~e should understand in that way. 50 

the moan in the water is incependent, and the moon over the 

water is also inoependent.when you are streng yeu should be 
strong, you should be very tough, but that toughness comes from 
your gentle, kindness. When you are kind you should be just. 
kind, but it does nat mean you are not strong. 

So, ladies are physically weak. Because ladies are 

physically weak, they ara strang, sometimes. They are stranger 

than bays. That is true. Actually we don't know who is stronger •
•

When they are completely independent, when they have cempletely 
independent nature, which is their own, they have the same 

st:ength, eq ual strength with everycne, absolutely equal 
streng~h with everyone. When you are comparing which is stronG~r, 

~ or a, I or he, then you don't have real strength. When you are 

completely independent, completely independent with your nature, 

then it ~eans that· you are aeselute power in a relative situa~icn. 

Sc in the relative situation, man ane WODan in relative nature, 

there is absolute power. Do you understano? .hen women are 
involved in competition with men they are not so strong. ~hen 

women become completely women they have absolute power. Do you 
und~rstano this poin~? 

So brightness ana darkness, .lt~ough they are a pair of 
opposites, at the same time, they have equality. for instance, 

like a step forward and backward (not bacKwarcs) forward and 

back. This is a very good parable to explain it. Do you under

stand this point? Absolute and relative are li~e a step before 
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and back. Step before and back. When you walk the step forward 
immediately becomes the step behind. Then is this step, your 

(right foot, the step before or the step behind? Which is it? 

We say "brightness and dark~ess" but which is brightness and 
which is darkness? It is difficult to tell. (Reading from Blyth's 
translation): "Like the foot before and the foot behind in 
walking.- foot before and foot behind. But when you are actually 
walking there's no step behind, or no foot before. If you stop 

walking and think ••• (laughing) right foot sometime may be foot 

before ancleft foot may be foot behind. And it means, at the 

~ame time, (when you are walkinQ) that in actu~1.~ractice, when 
you are actually practicing our way, there is no foot before 
and no foot behind. But if you think about it, there is foot 

behind ana foot before. 
So when you think, there is brightness and darkness. aut 

when you actually practice our way, or when actually your foot 
is walking, there is no brightness or no darkness, or no foot 
before or no foot behind. And if I say so, you may think it is 
not necessary to think about zazen, °a nd you should just sit. 
If you say so you are also caught by the idea that the right is 

foot before, and the left foot is foot behind. Then you cannot 

walk anymore. If you forget all about left foot or right foet 

you can walk: Actually when· you are walking you have no idea of 
left foot or right foot. If you are aware of ri;ht fcot anc left 
foot you cannot walk, you cannot run. 

As I said, if you chew y~ur faod there is no rice, Qr no 

pickle, or no soup, if you chew it up ana if you mix it. ~nc 

when you mix it in. your mouth it will be aiqested ana in your 
tummy. ~nc then the food will serve its ewn purpose. ~ven so 

we should dish out one thing after another. And oesert should 
come last. There's same order. Even though there is same eree: 
you should chew it ana you should mix it, er else fooe ooes not 
serve its own purpose. It is necessary to think about it, to 
make a recipe, bu~ it is also necessary to mix everything up, 
ane chew it up. 

HEI AN eNO AlTAI SHIT~, HI SURU ~I Z~NGO ~~ AYU HI NC 
GCTJ SHi. This is a very good interpretation of the reality, 

ana a geod explainatien of our practice, a goed suggestion of 

how we practice our way, and what kind of activity is going on 
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in our everyday life. With this line, the interpretation of 
reality.fram the light of independency is finished.

Mel: Rashi, when you say, "independency" I'm a little confused 
whether you mean ·independent" or ·interDependency.· 
Roshi: Independency. Interdependency is mare dependency. 

Mela Independent? 
Roshi: Independent. Idea of independency and dependency. 

Alana Roshi, in English we have no word "independency." We have 
the word "independent" and "independence." 
Roshi: Oh, indspendentl Excuse me. Independence me.ns •••• 
(laughing) to me it doe. not fit so well ~ "rndependence may be 
a noun, but what I mean is a noun but maybe the same thing. 
StUdent: ~e have a noun "depenaency" so we can have "i~depencency." 

We have the ather. "Dependency· is a good English ward. 
Roshi: And you have no ·in ••••• " 
StUdent: ••• no"independency" (laughing) 

~nother Student: Now we have "independency!" (laughter) 
Student: We have Just one foot. 
Roshi: "Independent" is so strong, so there's no need to have 
so delicate a word. If you are indepenaent (striking the table 
with his pointer) you don't care about anything. (laughing) 
Shut up! (striking the table) That is not what we mean. 50 
when you are "independent" you are in a very vulne:acle and 
weak situaticn. a cangerous situation. 
S~uden~: Isn'~ ~h~s idea peop~e ;e~ of their own inc~pen~ence 

a delusion7 

Roshi: Delusion, yes, actually. When you think, It! am inc&pencen-;" 
it is not true. You are dependent on everything • 


